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For pure practice at an unbelievable price, you can't beat the 10 Actual series. Each book includes:

10 previously administered LSATs, an answer key for each test, a writing sample for each

test,score-conversion tables, and sample Comparative Reading questions and explanations.
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This book is a great resource, however, it is only effective once you know how to tackle the

questions. When I purchased this book I was unaware of how to go about studying for the LSAT

and I figured the best course of action was to expose myself to the actual test. Within a few days of

using the book I realized that unless you know how to solve the problems presented, you're just

spinning your wheels. I ended up buying the Powerscore LSAT Logic Games Bible which really

helped me to understand the questions and how to solve them. Only then did this book become

effective. Overall, I don't feel that anyone studying for the LSAT should buy this book alone and feel

that they will be prepared for the exam.

I would not even recommend taking the LSAT until you've looked at these books (the entire series).



It served as a GREAT tool. I used it alternatively as diagnostics and as practice. Surprisingly

lightweight by the way, I used this on the train on my way to work to give myself a little review and

during lunch.

As expected. This is 10 official tests, back to back. There are no answer explanations, only an

answer key, but that was expected based on the product description. Does its job. I think the

absolute best way to prep for the test is simply by taking older tests. This is not an information

based test, it is a test of skills - and the only way to improve a skill is through practice! I scored a

154 my first time taking the LSAT, and I am currently studying for the next one where I will hopefully

do better. Still plugging away at these older tests.

This is the best resource you can buy for studying for the LSAT. You have to practice like you play,

and, for the LSAT, that play is taking the official test. Be sure to follow the time limits strictly at all

times; otherwise, you won't get a test-like experience.

Fantastic set of tests. They come with the tests, answer key, scoring key, and test answering sheets

in the back. I would highly recommend this book if you are looking to take the LSAT since these

tests are very recent. That means if you are on a tight budget you should always try to get the test

books that contain the most recent tests. Overall a great product that can help you succeed on the

LSAT!

this is a must have for the LSATI wish I purchased this much sooner but nonetheless it really is a life

saver. it's the exact same style and format of the actual exam. there are no explanations but if you

google Graeme LSAT hackshe has explanations for every single LSAT practice test so I would take

the test grade myself and look up the explanations. very useful

Useful, however I was disappointed to see that each logic game was fitted to one page, leaving no

room to actual work out the problem- on the actual LSAT, we are given 2 pages per game. In

addition, I would have liked to see 5 sections per preptests so that I could better practice. I

remember taking the exam and being under prepared for the 5 section exam. It was exhausting.

Worked great as a prep for me, except that the logic portion on the real test contained a different

style of question than any I had encountered in this book.
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